Amid such a scenario, value investing seems appealing to investors. Value stocks have strong fundamentals—earnings, dividends, book value, and cash flow—that trade below their intrinsic value.

In her series Mystery of the Disguised, Mexican photographer Koral Carballo documents the vibrant ancestral Afro-Mexican traditions of a small village in her home country.

7 of the biggest September surprises in college football

A devolving war: the revolution of books and tech

Scott D. Pierce: Holy spaceballs! Apple TV+ has turned Asimov’s ‘Foundation’ into a TV show!

What if the Inca conquered Europe? A novel rewrites history.

High Plains Book Awards winner: ‘The Grizzly in the Driveway: The Return of Bears to a Crowded American West’ by Robert Chaney


A half-century time capsule: photo historian Michael Lesy’s newest book offers snapshots of the 1970s

Michael Lesy has built a rich career as a chronicler of period photography, a historian who’s used photos, journalism, and his own personal, searching essays to shine a distinct light on late 19th- and early 20th-century American life.

Banning books and other materials by, and about, people of color was a misguided attempt to whitewash education [editorial]

The banned teaching materials overwhelmingly related to people of color. They included articles on anti-racist work in schools, race and trauma in the classroom, racism as a public health crisis, and racial justice in the context of contemporary events.

Pieces of American history exceed estimates at Freeman’s

The auction includes a high point of the Civil War, with a selection of rare and unique items.

The power and the glory of illustrated books at Bonhams New York sale

This year’s finalists for the National Book Award for nonfiction include books by Hanif Abdurraqib, Clint Smith, Grace M. Cho, and Heather McGhee.

History by the book: ‘Celebrating 200 Years’ presents the past in bite-sized nuggets

Viking map of North America identified as 20th-century forgery

Early American history myths you probably believe

These early American history legends may be conventional wisdom. This patriotic myth has secured its place in children’s books, paintings and school teachings. But in actuality, it’s not entirely accurate.

Is it fair to blame fair value accounting for the financial crisis?

The alternative, keeping those loans on the books at charge of more than $500 million (net of taxes) against its oil and gas properties. The point is that, even under historical cost accounting, the company’s financials would have looked much better.

Gone but not forgotten: California’s iconic dining chains recalled in new book

Beijing Book Fair postponed at last minute

A population history of the Huron-Petun, A.D. 500–1650

Jill Biden scheduled to speak in Columbus. Here’s what you need to know.

She will be the keynote speaker at the 35th annual Black History Month Observance Breakfast starting at 7 a.m. Reserved tables of eight are $500 and $1,500 for sponsorship tables.

Wealth creators of D-street! These 5 stocks turned into multibaggers in 2021; do you own any?

S&P 500, Nasdaq Composite book fresh records Thursday, ahead of nonfarm payrolls

Patrick entered the Indy 500 in a car co-owned by Bobby Rahal earned her Rookie of the Year honors and a place in the history books alongside Janet Guthrie, who exactly 28 years before her.

Latino Americans

He received his MBA in finance from The Wharton School of The University of Pennsylvania and is the author of the book ‘History of Bull and Bear Markets and the Performance of the S&P 500’.

Pace cars of the Indy 500 is a quaint slice of motorsport history packaged in a coffee table book

Written above the door leading into Ron Sack’s den is the quote, “When a person dies, a library is lost.” He uses that quote

Seminar to explore area’s history

Family biographies needed for history book

Book excerpt: ‘The Forgotten First’ explores the breaking of the NFL’s color barrier

Jackie Robinson broke the color barrier in Major League Baseball in 1947 and helped change American culture forever. But it was a year before Robinson joined the Brooklyn Dodgers that four African American players signed contracts.

A bunch of dirt-cheap value ETFs to buy now

A bunch of dirt-cheap value ETFs to buy now

When a president wrote for the book review

Jay Jay French, founder, guitarist and manager of the world-famous heavy metal institution Twisted Sister, has delivered a “Bizoir” — part memoir (and essential reading for any metal fan) and part business lessons.

Biblical archaeologists uncover boat in Turkish mountains matching biblical description of Noah’s Ark

The excavation team is now looking at the possibility of other other structures at the site that might have contained more Ark-like vessels.

Is it fair to blame fair value accounting for the financial crisis?

The alternative, keeping those loans on the books at charge of more than $500 million (net of taxes) against its oil and gas properties. The point is that, even under historical cost accounting, the company’s financials would have looked much better.

What was the first banned book in history?

The banning of books and other materials by, and about, people of color was a misguided attempt to whitewash education [editorial]